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IN KlHLER MANIFOLDS* 
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It is well known that an almost contact metric structure is induced on an oriented 
real hypersurface in a Kahler manifold. Certain kinds of almost contact metric 
manifolds (for instance, Sasakian, normal, cosymplectic in the sense of Blair, etc.) 
can be obtained in this way. The purpose of the present paper is to prove that such 
an induced structure cannot be almost cosymplectic in the sense of Goldberg 
and Yano, if the ambient manifold is a Kahler manifold of non-zero constant 
holomorphic sectional curvature. 
§ 1. Almost cosymplectic manifolds 
Let M be an almost contact metric manifold, that is, it is a (2n -F l)-dimensional 
(n ^ 1) differentiate manifold endowed with an almost contact metric structure 
(0, £> *?> g). The almost contact metric structure (0, £» ^, g) is formed by tensor 
fields 0,^,17 of type (1,1), (1,0), (0,1) respectively, and a Riemannian metric g 
such that 
6* « _ j + . , © £ n(i) = 1 and g(0X, 0Y) = g(X, Y) - n(X) n(Y), 
for any X, Ye%(M), where &(M) is the Lie algebra of vector fields on Af. Then 
also has 0£ == 0, >? o 0 -= 0, *?(X) = g(X, 0 and the tensor field # of type (0,2) 
defined by #(X, Y) = g(0X, Y) is a 2-form on M. 
M is said to be normal (cf. [6]), if the almost complex structure / , defined 
on M x R (where R is the real line with coordinate t) by J(X, Xd\dt) ** 
= (0X - X£9 ^X) d\dt), is integrable. As it is known M is normal if and only if 
[0,0] 4- d*f ® £ = 0, where [0,0] is the Nijenhuis tensor field of 0. 
Following Goldberg and Yano [2] we say that M is almost cosymplectic if 
d<P = 0 and dt\ --= 0, where d'\% the operator of exterior differentiation. And follow* 
* (Delivered at the Joint Czech-Polish-G.DR. Conference on Differential GeOT̂ trý and its 
Applications, September 1980, Nové Město na Moravě, Czechoslovakia.) 
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ing Blair [1] we say that M is cosymplectic if it is normal and almost cosymplectic. 
It is known that an almost contact metric manifold is cosymplectic if and only 
if both Vr\ and V0 vanish, where V is the covariant differentiation with 
respect to g. 
' Remark. Our almost cosymplectic manifolds are cosymplectic in the sense of 
Libermann [3]. However we use the terminology of Goldberg and Yano [2], 
and Blair [1]. Okumura [4] used the terminology of Libermann. 
Curvature properties of almost cosymplectic manifolds were investigated by 
Goldberg and Yano [2], and by the author [5]. In the present paper we are 
interested on almost cosymplectic structures induced on oriented hypersurfaces 
in Klhler manifolds. 
§ 2. Almost cosymplectic hypersurfaces in Kahler manifolds 
Let M be a (2n + 2)—dimensional (n ̂  1) Kahler manifold and let (/, G) be 
its Kahler structure. Thus, / is an almost complex structure and G a Riemannian 
metric on M such that J1 = - / , G(JX, JY) = G(X, Y) and V/ = 0, for any 
Xy Ye £'(M)y where V is the covariant differentiation with respect to G. 
Let M be an oriented (real) hypersurface in M (dim M = In + 1). Taking a unit 
normal vector field N defined along M, we define an almost contact metric structure 
(0, Z, f, g) on M by 
JX = 0X + n(X) N, i = -/JV . and g(X, Y) = G(X, Y), 
for any X, Ye X(M). So M is an almost contact metric manifold. 
We say that M is a cosympletic (resp. almost cosymplectic) hypersurface in M 
if M is cosymplectic (resp. almost cosymplectic) as the almost contact metric 
manifold. 
Let h be the second fundamental form of M given by the Gauss and Weingarten 
equations 
Vx = VXY + h(X, Y) N and VXN = - / / * , 
for X, Y € X(M% where h(X, Y) = g(HXt Y) and V is the covariant differentiation 
with respect to g. The covariant derivatives of the structure tensor fields are 
given by 
(2.1) Vj« - 0J/X, <Sxn) (Y) = g(»HX, Y)9 
(2.2) (Vx0) Y = ~A(X, Y) { + n(Y) HX. 
So, M is an almost cosymplectic (resp. cosymplectic) h^^persurface in M if and 
only if 0H + H0 =- 0 (resp. H = an ® {, where a is a scalar function on M) 
(cf. [4]). Hence we see that a totally geodesic hypersurface in a Kohler manifold, 
is cosymplectic (cf. [4]). 
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In the sequel we assume that M is an almost cosymplectie hypersurface in M, 
Then we have 
(2.3) 0/? = - # 0 , 
whence Hi = a£, where a = h(£, <*), and 
(2.4) g(0HX9 Y) - g(0HY$ X). 
Moreover we suppose that M is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. 
Under this assumption the Gauss and Codazzi equations of M take the following 
forms 
(2.5) RXYZ « c{g(Yt Z)X- g(X9 Z) Y + g(07, Z) 0X - g(0X9 Z)0Y ~ 
-2g(0X, Y)0Z} + h(Y9 Z) HX - h(X9 Z) HY9 
(2.6) (VXH) Y - (VrJS0 JT - c{r|(JT) 0 7 - fj(7)0JT - 2* (0JT, 7) {}, 
where J?xr = [Vx» Vy] — VCJrt n is the curvature operator and c =- K/4, K « const, 
being the holomorphic sectional curvature of .fldF, 
Okumura ([4], p. 68) proved that K must be non-positive, and if K -=-̂ 0, then M 
is locally flat and cosymplectie. 
The aim of the present paper is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. There are no almost cosymplectie hypersurfaces in Kahler manifolds 
of non-zero constant holomorphic sectional curvature. 
§ 3. Proof 
As above, we assume that M is an almost cosymplectie hypersurface in a Kahler 
manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. 
Okumura [4] obtained the following relations for M * 
(3.1) H2X « -cJT + (a2 + c) fj(jr) (9 
(3.2) Xa = ptj(X)9 where j? - £a, 
(3.3) trH « a, trH1 - a* - Inc. 
Note that we also have 
(3.4) xp~(mnVO> 
Indeed, one always has X(Yu) - Y(Xa) = [X, Y] a. Hence by (3.2), (2.1) and (2.4) 
we find (Xp) n(Y) - (Yp) n(X) = 0, which gives (3.4). 
Lemma. For the second fundamental form of M we have 
(3.5) (VxH)Y~-c{n(Y)BX + g(0X,Y)t} + 
+ a{n(X)BHY + n(Y)MfX + g(BHX,Y)t} + IWO n(Y)Z. 
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Proof: At first, using (2.6) and n(HX) = an(X) we find 
(?«*) (Y, Z) = g((VBXH) Z,Y) = g((VzH) HX, Y) + 
+ c{an(X)g(0Z, Y) - n(Z)g(0HX, Y) - 2n(Y)g(0HX, Z)}. 
The symmetrization of the above equality with respect to X, Y and the use of (2.4) 
give 
(3.6) (VHXh) (Y, Z) + (VHYh) (X, Z) = 
-» g((VxH
2) X, Y) + c{an(X)g(0Z, Y) + an(Y)g(0Z, X)} -
- 2c{n(X)g(0HY, Z) + n(Y)g(0HX, Z) + n(Z)g(0HX, Y)}. 
But by (3.1), (3.2) and (2.1) we have 
(VZH
2) X = 2apn(Z) * W i + (a
2 + c) g(0HZ, X) Z + (a2 + c) n(X) 0HZ, 
which together with (2.4) used in (3.6) yields 
(3.7) (VHXh) (Y, Z) + (VHYh) (X, Z) = 
= 2afln(Z)n(X)n(Y) + ca{n(X)g(0Z, Y) + n(Y)g(0Z,X)} + 
+ (a1- c){n(X)g(0HZ, Y) + n(Y)g(0HZ,X)} - 2cn(Z)g(0HX, Y). 
The antisymmetrization of (3.7) with respect to X, Z and the use of (2.4) give us 
(VHXh)(Z,Y)-(VHZh)(X r) = 
= ca{n(X)g(0Z, Y) - n(Z)g(0X, Y) - 2n(Y)g(0X, Z)} + 
+ (a2 + c) {n(X)g(0HZ, Y) - n(Z)g(0HX, Y)}. 
This compared with (3.7) implies with the help of (2.4) 
(3.8) (VHXh) (Y, Z) = *Pn(Z) n(X) n(Y) - ca{n(Y)g(0X, Z) + n(Z)g(0X, Y)} + 
+ a2n(X)g(0HY, Z) - c{n(Y)g(0HX, Z) + n(Z)g(0HX, Y)}. 
Taking into account (2.6), H^ = aH,, (3.2), (2,1), (2.3) and (3.1) we get 
(V.//) r = (VrH) £ + c0Y= (Ya) $ + a Vr£ - H Vr^ + c0Y = 
-> MY) t + a0HY + 0H2Y + c0Y = Pn(Y) $ + a0HY, 
whence 
(3.9) <yih)(Y,Z) = pn(Y)n(Z) + ag(0HY,Z). 
Now substituting HX instead of X into (3.8) and using (3.1) and (3.9) we obtain 
c(Vxh) (Y, Z) = -c
2{n(Y)g(0X, Z) + n(Z)g(0X, Y)} + 
+ ca{n(X)g(0HY,Z) + n(Y)g(0HX,Z) + n(Z)g(0HX, Y)} + cfa(X)n(Y)n(Z). 
If c / 0, the above equation gives (3.5). Let us assume that c = 0. Then (3.1) 
and H£ = af imply HY = a»j(r) £. This, by covariant differentiation and the 
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using of (2.1), (3.2) and 0H = 0, yields (3.5). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Fix a point meM. Let XeMm and let {£0, . . . ,£2 ,} be an orthonormal basis 
in Mn. For the sake of simplicity we extend X,E0, ...,E2n to local vector fields, 
denoted by the same letters and defined in a neighborhood of m, so that {£0 , . . . , E2n) 
is a local orthonormal basis and (VWX) (m) = 0, (Vr£() (m) = 0, for any We Mm 
and i = 0, 1, ..., 2/i. 
To prove our Theorem we compute Zt(RXEiH) Et in the point m by two methods. 
The first method. Note that 
Zi(RXEtH)Ei — ZtRXE,HE, — HZtRXEtEt. 
Applying (2.5) to the right hand side of the above relation we get 
Zi(RXE(H) Et = -(trH) H
2X + [trH2 - (2n +1) c] HX + 
+ 3c(H0 - 0H)0H + c(trH)X. 
This equality, in virtue of (3.1), (3.3) and (2.3) takes the following from 
(3.10) Zt(RXElH) E, = [a
2 - (4n + 7) c] HX + 2axX + (5ca - a3) t,(X) {. 
The second method. Because of [X, £,] = 0 in the point m, we have 
(3.11) Zt(RXE(H) E, = T((VX VE(H - V£( VXH) £,. 
But from (3.5) we get 
(3.12) Zt(VEiH)Et = fit. 
Hence we derive, with the help of (3.4) and (2.1), 
(3.13) Zt(Vx yElH)Et = VxZt(VEtH)E, = «0) t,(X) ( + fi0HX. 
On the other hand, we have from (3.5) 
Zi(vEt vx/n £( = zt v1((vx/n £( -
= I, V£([ - c{t,(E,) 0X + g(0X, E,) Q + 
+ *{t,(X) 0HEt + t,(Et)0HX + g(0HX, Et) $} + fit,(X) t,(Et) {] . 
To simplify the above relation at first we note that: 
by (2.1), I,(Vfrn) (£,) - tr(0H) = 0, V.r, = 0 and~V4{ = 0; 
by (2.2)and(3.3),Zt(VE(0)Et = -(trH)£ + HZ = O,V(0 = OandI((V£(0)HEt-
= -(trH2){ + H2£ = 2«c<f; 
by (3.5) and (3.3), (V.ff)X = tx0HX + fit,(X) { and Z,(VEtH)0E, = c(tr0
2) { -
-atr(02H)£= -2nc$. 
Using all these identities, (3.12) and (3.2) we find 
*.(VE, Vx/f)£ ( - - c V,xf + 00HX + txZt<yBf,)(X)0HEt + 
+ a202HX + 4ncat,(X)$ + <xV9SXl; + mt,(X)Z. 
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Hence in virtue of (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) and (3.1) one can obtain 
W * VXH) Ei = P&HX + (Zp) n(X) t - (a
2 + c) HX - 2caJT + 
+ [a3 + (4/i + 3) ca] n(X) (.-
This together with (3.13) used in (3.11) gives 
HRxi!fl)Ei = («2 + c) HX + 2caX - [a3 + (4n + 3) ca] n(X) {. 
The last equation compared with (3.10) yields cHX = ax,r\(X) £. Let us assume that 
X # 0,is orthogonal to £. Then cHX = 0 and c#2X = 0, or by (3.1) c2X = 0. 
This gives c = 0, completing the proof of our theorem. 
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